Effects of exercise and chills on entropy production in human body.
Entropy flows and changes of entropy content for naked subjects in the respiration calorimeter in exercise and chills are calculated from the energetic data given by Hardy et al. (1938, J. Nutr. 16, 477) and Du Bois (1939, Bull. N.Y. Acad. Med. 15, 143). By use of these values, entropy productions in the human body in exercise and chills are estimated. The entropy production in mild exercise is 1.5-2.4 times as great as that in basal conditions. The entropy production in violent exercise is six to eight times as great as that before exercise. The entropy production in chills in cold environments is about twice as large as that in basal conditions. The entropy production in a malarial chill is about four times of that in normal subjects. These increases in entropy production will be due to the increase in heat production within the body. It seems that there is a parallel between energy and entropy viewpoints for human physiology.